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T
I housands of people spend thousands of hours working for alternative media

in Canada. They produce magazines, journals, websites, zines, broadcasts,

podcasts, and newspapers. Some earn small salaries or honoraria, but most

volunteer. All of them take their work as editors, publishers, reporters, artists,

writers, designers, board members, and circulation managers seriously. Some

move between corporate and alternative media; others contribute to alterna-

tive media while working in non-media jobs. They are the workforce that con-

stitutes the production of alternative media, which, although no official count

exists, comprises a large chunk of Canada's media landscape.l Yet, little research

exists on the labour of alternative media. This is surprising, as theories of al-

ternative media as a form of radical or democratic communication have long

foregrounded processes of production in their understandings of what makes

alternative media alternative (Enzensberger 1974; Williams 2005; Downing

1984; Downing et al. 2001; Atton 2002,2004).

Enzensberger (1974, 96, 107) considers developing forms of electronic

media to be politically strategic, able to transform consumers into producers

through collective media production. "lt is wrong to regard media equipment

as mere means of consumption," he writes. "lt is always, in principle, also a

means of production" (ibid., 106). Similarly, Williams (2005, 50, 51, 53) argues

that the "means of communication are themselves means of productioni'not

devices through which to pass messages between abstract individuals, but
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socially and materially produced and reproduced. Atton (2002,3) characterizes

alternative media by the social relations flowing from their organizational
structures. As he states, alternative media can "radicaliz[e] the methods of pro-

duction" and enable different thinking about what it means to be a media pro-

ducer (ibid., 4). lndeed, challenging the notion of who can produce media has

fuelled alternative media, encapsulated in slogans such as "Don't hate the
media, become the media." Despite this emphasis on processes of production,

however, little attention has been given to what constitutes that production:

the actual work of creating alternative media. That is, the hours of writing, edi-
ting, fundraising, promoting, meeting, designing, distributing, and problem

solving that media production requires. lf we follow Atton in understanding
alternative media through organizational processes and resulting social rela-

tions, we need to consider labour. lndeed, the idea of labour directly intersects

with the three elements that this book proposes characterize alternative
media: structure, participation, and activism.

ln some ways, it is not surprising that few have tackled this question. prob-

lematizing labour in alternative media is difficult, primarily because most al-
ternative media workers are not paid and are therefore not usually considered

to be workers. Most people contribute to alternative media because they are

committed to the politics or vision of a project, not because they require paid

employment. For this reason, involvement is defined in terms of resistance

against the dominance of corporate media and efforts toward democratizing
media production (Atton 2002; Downing et a1.2001; Langlois and Dubois 2005).,

Rarely is this resistance or production considered in terms of labour, a notion
that raises challenging, even uncomfortable, questions. For example, how do
we reconcile ideas of media activism with concepts that underpin the notion
of labour, such as commodification and exploitation? Activist-participants gen-
erally accept that there is a difference between being exploited by profitable
media conglomerates and working unpaid for non-profit media that contrib-
ute to a community or to a movement.

It is critical to value the important contributions volunteers and activists

make to alternative media, but it is just as important to consider the labour of
alternative media in order to inform strategic thinking and to raise new con-
ceptual questions. This is not an attempt to solve what might be understood as

the problem of labour in alternative media, but rather an effort to build on es-

tablished approaches to enrich debate and challenge the limiting notions that
alternative media are democratic solely by virtue of existing. By foregrounding
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the idea of alternative media production as labour, we can conceptualize al-

ternative media in Canada as a particular type of activism that seeks to resist

not only dominant messages of mainstream or corporate media, but also the

commodification of labour power by corporate media firms. This is especially

the case under current conditions of intensifying concentration, conglomera-

tion, and lean media production. Viewed this way, alternative media become a

space for the expression of non-commodified, non-alienating labour, and new

ways of understanding the relationship between alternative and corporate

media emerge.

This chapter examines the labour of alternative media in order to expose

the space of tension these media occupy: resistance to a market-based logic of
production makes alternative media significant, yet the model itself challen-

ges the sustainability of many media projects. Following Hamilton (2008, vii),

this chapter approaches alternative media as a "problem to engage instead

of an answer to be found" by uncovering some tensions involved in their

production. By exploring the conditions of labour in corporate commercial

and alternative media, I propose that the latter provide space to seek non-

commodified and non-alienating labour. This allows me, again following

Hamilton, to locate corporate and alternative media on a continuum of media

forms, as two instances of media production constituting one another in com-

plex and contradictory ways. lnstead of conceiving of alternative and main-

stream or corporate media as being in opposition to one another, this chapter

attempts to understand the spaces of continuity and exchange between

media forms as those occupied by labour.

Celebrating alternative media projects is important, but romanticizing the

real and often difficult work of producing them risks masking problems that

can limit efforts to build sustainable alternative media. To begin, we must

trouble the notion of alternative media work as a labour of love.

Theorizing the Labour ol Alternative Media

Alternative media work is usually described as a labour of love (Duncombe

1997,95; Cohen 2007; J. Johnston 2008). Labours of love are performed for little

or no pay, requiring participants to depend on other, paid, employment or

sources of income. Labouring for love means undertaking productive work

voluntarily without financial compensation or other benefits that may be as-

sociated with paid work. The term evokes ideas of passion and selflessness,
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notions historically separated from ideas of production by a capitalist division
of labour that situated men's work in the market and women's in the home,

unwaged (Dalla Costa and James 1972).

It is this gendered labour - unpaid domestic work historically performed by

women - that "labour of love" usually refers to. Traditionally understood as

work to which women are biologically predisposed, this labour has not been

assigned a market value and is therefore not counted as work (ibid.; Waring

1999,21). Feminist political economists argue that the discipline of economlcs

has given particular meanings to terms such as "labouri"'productioni"'valuei'
and "work" that limit our ability to conceive of labour that takes place outside
of direct market exchange as work (Waring 1999, 17). By challenging a narrow
conception of labour as waged labour and exposing the value of unwaged or
non-market work, feminist political economists have expanded the notion of
work, broadening understandings of what constitutes productive laboul in-
cluding work performed for no wages and outside of direct capitalist produc-

tion (Dalla Costa and James 1972,26).

This understanding can position participation in alternative media as pro-

ductive labour - as work. The value it generates is not surplus value (although

bookstores and printers, for example, do profit from alternative media), but
rather building social movements and communities, engaging with social and
political issues, and constituting ourselves as citizens, activists, and thinkers.
This value has to do with the creative rewards of engaging in work that con-

tributes to something in which a person believes. Understanding participation

in this way, we can turn to Marx's conception of work as the manner in which
humans exercise creative capacities and come to understand the world and

their place in it (Sayers 2005,613).This is a view of work as inherently reward-

ing, as an end unto itself, as something that can unite people over shared in-

terests (ibid., 610). Of course, work under capitalism looks drastically different,
for the human capacity to labour is commodified.

ln his understanding of the dynamics of capitalism, Marx (1990, 270) distin-
guished between labour, the activity of work, and labour power, a person's

capacity to work. Labour power is a peculiar commodity because it is not pro-

duced expressly for sale on the market, but rather is embodied in a person's

living being. Labour power becomes a commodity only when that person sells

it for a wage (ibid,272).This process results in estranged, or alienated, labour
(Marx 1978, 72), which is commonly understood as "a feeling of meaningless-

ness, or a general malaise, discontent or unhappiness, particularly in relation
to work" (Sayers 2005, 609).
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Alienation means that a worker's labour is objectified, appearing as some-

thing detached from her. Once a worker sells her labour power, her labour

becomes external, no longer part of her essential being. Work ceases to affirm

her and is experienced as a loss of reality (Marx 1978, 71,74). Alienation mani-

fests in several ways.Workers are alienated from the products of their labour

and from the process of production (ibid,74,75,77). They are separated from

one another and alienated from their species being or human essence, the

characteristic that, for Marx (ibid., 75), is what makes humans human, the "vital

activity"that enables us to be creative, productive beings.

Alienation results from a particular historical mode of production that

causes work to be regarded as something forced upon us, determined not by

workers'autonomous needs, but by the needs of capital (Sayers 2005,610;

Wennerlind 2002, 5). This suggests that if work were shaped by workers'needs

and desires, if it were liberated from the market system, we could regain con-

trol over our productivity and creativity. Work could become a "free expression

of lifei'a way to connect with people, to the products of labour, and to the

processes of realizing one's creative capacities (Mclellan 1969). lndeed, argues

Sayers (2005,610), the very experience of alienation suggests that work has

the potential to be non-alienating.

The notion of self-determined work is reflected in the autonomist Marxist

concept of self-valorization, or "an alternative social structure of value that is

founded not on the production of surplus value but on the collective needs

and desires of the producing community" (Virno and Hardt 1996,264).The

term describes self-managed, local forms of social organization that are rela-

tively separate from capitalist relations. This is a useful way to conceptualize

alternative media that seek to create autonomous forms of media production

within, yet against, capitalism. lt situates alternative media as an attempt to

realize fulfilling, creative work. This becomes particularly clear when the work

involved in alternative media is contrasted with that available to those labour-

ing for corporate media, who may seek in alternative media non-alienating,

non-commodifi ed labour.

Commodilied Media Labour and Alienati0n

Evidence of discontent among media workers is mounting, exposing aliena-

tion in industries that are often imbued with notions of inherent rewards and

creative fulfillment (McRobbie 2002, 517). ln recent years, Canadian media work-

ers have experienced waves of layoffs, hiring freezes, strikes, station closures,
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and a lockout at the canadian Broadcasting Corporation over issues ofcontract
labour and outsourcing (sandborn 2007). canadian freelance writers are in the
process of collectively organizing to address declining wages and control over
copyright to their works.

As cottle (2003, 3) notes, media workers are "often at the forefront of pro-
cesses of organizationalchange,"which has recently meantthe imposition of
flexible work regimes and technologies that require reskilling and multi-
tasking. The forces driving change in media industries include deregulation,
concentration, technological development and convergence, international
competition, and outsourcing (Winseck 2002; Deuze 2OO7,57,59; Mosco and
McKercher 2008). Underlying these forces are processes of marketization, or
shifts in policy that have "enlarged the scope of market relationsi,allowing cor-
porations increasing freedom while using market measures to assess levels of
success in both private and public media (Murdock 2003, 19). Under these con-
ditions, media companies'mandates are aggressively focused on the bottom
line, and unsurprisingly, labour costs are first to be cut. This means fewer jobs,
lower pay, and deteriorating working conditions (Deuze 2007).

Although some workers benefit from these changing conditions, many
have experienced the negative dynamics shaping media and cultural produc-
tion. Media workers face growing insecurity as work is outsourced and their
industries casualized, creating low-paid and insecure temporary, contract, and
freelance positions. competition is fuelled by an increasing number of media
production programs, whose graduates are prepared to work for free, keeping
wages down (Hesmondhalgh 20a7, 2a6; Gollmitzer and Murray 200g, 22). Much
like their counterparts in other industries, media workers experience declin-
ing autonomy and a resulting lack of control over their work, which is increas-
ingly regulated through workflow standardization and surveillance (Deuze
2007,70). This is what welcomes those who can get through the newsroom
door. Landing a job means having the right contacts and the time and resour-
ces to complete unpaid internships. lt is not surprising, then, that many who
labour for corporate media have sought work - paid or not - in alternative or
community media, either instead of corporate work, or concurrently (Hamilton
2008, 3). Alternative media can provide the type of work envisioned by williams
and Enzensberger. williams (2005, 61) saw radical potential in self-managed
autonomous communication to go beyond "representative', communication
and enable people to speak directly to each other. By resocializing the process
of production, alternative media can be a place to seek productive, creative,
fulfilling, self-organized work (Enzensberge r 1974, 113; Sayers 2005,612).
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Workers resist processes of commodification in various ways, and for many,

participating in alternative media provides relief from degraded working con-

ditions, a way to express desire for non-alienating, non-commodified labour.

ln one of the only texts to link alternative media producers and their relation-

ships to paid employment, Duncombe (1997,74) roots the emergence of Am-

erican zine culture in the neo-liberal restructuring of the 1970s and 1980s and

resulting precarious employment. Zine creators were clear in defining their
creative efforts as labour, "as protest against the drudgery of working for an-

other's profit" (ibid.,2). ln zines they found fulfilling work that gave them con-

trol over production processes. Zines were a form of non-alienating work for
which people employed their creative capacities. Producing zines enabled
people to identify a connection between the processes of their labour and the

results, over which they felt ownership (ibid.,96). As Duncombe (ibid., 15)

writes, the concerns of zine creators include "how to count as an individual,

how to build a supportive community, how to have a meaningful life, how to
create something that is yours."

Although zines occupy a marginal slice of cultural production, they indicate

the desire to express the ways in which work could potentially be organized
(ibid., 94). This echoes Downing's (1984,23) argument that alternative media

represent a form of prefigurative politics, "an attempt to practice [a particular

politicsl in the present, not merely to imagine [it] for the future." For many,

work in alternative media can be a prefigurative form of a particular organiza-

tion of labour, a way to resist intensifying processes of commodification and to

express a desire for non-alienating labour. They demonstrate what it would

mean to transform capitalist forms of media production, how to reunite people

with the processes and products of their labour. As a founder of now defunct
US activist magazine Clamor writes, creating media is'bne example ... where

activists have the opportunity to model a different world, one that we want to
live in ... By building viable alternative institutions and providing concrete ex-

amples of how society could be run, we help challenge the dominant struc-

ture" (Angel 2OO7,2).

Alternative media offer alternative ways of working. They are not produced

expressly for sale on the market, which enables people to maintain control

over the production process and products of their labour. Work conditions en-

able the overlap of skills and roles, and often involvement in the entire produc-

tion process, from conceiving ideas, to working with writers, to distribution
and promotion. People join projects to connect with other people and to ex-

press their creative capacities. These are small self-managed workplaces where
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creative or challenging ideas are welcome. For Atton (2002, 16), fostering ful-
fillment'hs a total human being" is a critical goal of alternative media, ex-

pressed through the organization of production in non-profit, participatory, or

collective modes, by non-hierarchical decision making and by ownership over

the means of production.

Kidd (2002,65)offers the Seattle lndependent Media Centre (lMC)- a virtual

activist news centre where anyone can upload stories, photographs, and video

- as an example of a space to directly challenge the practices and norms of
corporate news production, a "communication commons." She frames the IMC

in terms of its production, describing participants as a "new class of cultural

workers" reacting to corporate control of information and the logic of privately

owned media. Kidd (ibid., 67) notes the drive for self-valorization and the way

in which this productive self-activity is an attempt to overcome feelings of
alienation:"[MC producers] use the concept of the commons to proffer an al-

ternative conception of development and of communications that begins

with attention to the self-activity of common people, demonstrating how sub-

altern groups actively and concretely have organized their space, time, and

rebellion in the midst of and against the development of global capital."

Although alternative organizations of media production can be understood

as expressions of a liberatory form of labour, these spaces are not inherently

free from dynamics and asymmetrical power relations at work in traditional
media, and labour manifests as a problem in many aspects of alternative media.

For one, alternative media operate on very little funding and what has come to
be known somewhat admiringly as "self-exploited labour" (Atton 2003, 43).

And although this operating model is often recognized as being detrimental

to the financial stability of alternative media, at its core is the question of
labour, of not being able to materially support the people whose productive

work is fundamental to the project. Exposing the problems of labour in alterna-

tive media is a step toward conceptualizing the possibilities of alternative

media as a viable space for the creative expression of labour.

Labour as a Problem ol Alternative Media

Most argue that financial challenges lead to the failure of alternative media

(Atton 2002, 44), and labour is part of these challenges (Comedia 1984).

Alternative media have subsisted for decades on volunteer or low-paid labour,

people who contribute due to a political or creative commitment to media

that, without their involvement, would not otherwise exist. However, people
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who work long hours for little or no pa, usually while working elsewhere for

income, quickly burn out. People regularly move on, leaving alternative media

in a pattern of short life spans, high staffturnover, and limited morale for pro-

jects that usually begin with fervour (Hackett and Carroll 2006, 131)'

Publications often die when key members depart. When the co-founders of

Clomor became too overwhelmed by the financial difficulties of publishing in-

dependently, they closed the magazine (Angel 2OO7).2 lJndercurrents, a British

video magazine, blamed its closure on overwork. lts members could no longer

produce the magazine unless they "[found] a way to clone lthemselves] and

survive without sleep or financial support" (quoted in Atton 2002,50)'

The people who remain must often spend their most productive and cre-

ative time on paid employment, which means their unpaid media work suffers

(Angel 2007, 12). New publications regularly repeat mistakes others have

made, as there is little continuity between staff and publications, and the al-

ternative media movement as a whole often lacks institutional memory'3

Media producers are usually too busy making media to find time to develop

strategies for becoming sustainable. As Atton (2002, 36) notes, the financial

problems of alternative media are self-perpetuating:"Given that capital invest-

ment is minimal, and that producers of thesetitles are alreadyworking for no

wages, there is not only little margin for expansion, there is hardly space in

which to survive."

Although they would if they could, most alternative media cannot afford to
pay contributors or staff (those that can afford it, do pay). Projects have tiny

budgets, with most resources allocated to printing and distribution costs'

These projects are born from big ideas rather than a desire for big profits, and

people prefer to spend their time creating content rather than figuring out

how to budget for wages. Most decide to start a project first and worry about

how to pay for it later. This limits the ability to save for future financial crises or

to enable'tapacity (of time, of energy, and money) for innovation and stra-

tegic thinking" (Angel 2007,8). Many people involved in alternative media pro-

jects do not understand finances or are determined to try work outside of

capitalist modes of production (Comedia 1984, 96; Atton2002,32\. Discussions

of money usually focus on how to get enough to pay the printer, rarely as

something needed to pay staff. This has implications for alternative media be-

yond sustainability.

When people are overworked, or if they have no time to attend meetings

because they are juggling alternative media work with jobs and other respon-

sibilities, practices such as collaboration or democratic decision making are
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sidelined in favour of getting things done. As well, attempts to forge a new way
of 'doing business" (Atton 2002, 32) - or operating outside of capitalist organ-
izations of production - may have the unintended effect of limiting who can

afford to work for alternative media. As Hackett and carroll (2006, 131) write,
"the difficulty of making a living doing progressive media work explains why so

many activists are young people without families to support." lndeed, many
people's paid employment leaves little time to volunteer for alternative media,
and those whose waged work allows for stealing time or resources usually con-
tribute the most. working for alternative media often requires personal funds
for travelling for reporting and purchasing equipment, thus limiting involve-
ment from people who lack the necessary disposable income (Zeleke 2004, i3).

These factors challenge one of the underlying principles of alternative
media: that anyone can make media. lt is often those who already work in
media - corporate or independent, established or aspiring media workers -
who are able to contrlbute. lncorporating volunteers into projects is an im-
portant way to involve a range of people in media production; yet relying
solely, or even mostly, on unpaid or low-paid labour narrows the range of
those who can steadily contribute. This raises important questions about class

and alternative media, an area under-explored in both activist and academic
literature. ln one instance, Kidd (2002, 80), an advocate of the lndependent
Media centre model, notes its limitations, particularly inadequate resources
that demand a reliance on volunteer labour:'Already, those people who are
able to volunteer tended to represent a small minority of young, white, North
Americans and Europeans who could afford to share their time ... There will
have to be very creative solutions to overcome the huge inequality of access

to media production and lnternet technologies that exists for workinq-class
communities of colouri'

Clamor was founded thanks to loans and access to credit cards, without
which it could not have published beyond its fourth issue (Angel 2002, t 4). lt is
admirable that activists are willing to take personal financial risk for media
they believe in, but it is a risk many cannot afford.The walrus and Maisonneuve,
two canadian independent magazines that aim to provide critical and intel-
lectual engagement with politics, social issues, and culture, were launched
with and are sustained by family foundation money. Their success is disheart-
ening to struggling media projects that cannot access such funds. lt is critical
to examine the class composition of alternative media projects in order to
evaluate the degree to which alternative media provide a true alternative to
their corporate or mainstream counterparts, which, argues Weaver (.l99g), are
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predominantly composed of white, highly educated, male workers who share

upper-middle-class values. The stories told in media depend on who is doing

the telling or on who decides which stories are worth being told. ln this way,

alternative media can also be limiting.

As McRobbie (2002,522) notes, the lack of a workplace, or running a media

organization as an unconventional workplace - out of homes, virtually, or with

inadequate office space - results in a lack of workplace policies to mitigate

potential problems, The power dynamics that shape alternative media are not

well documented, but a report funded by the National Campus and Com-

munity Radio Association reveals that alternative media are not inherently im-

mune to sexism, ageism, or class-based exclusion, which can undermine

mandates of democratic practices (Zeleke 2004). For example, independent

campus-community radio has long been an important outlet for feminist

media producers. Stations across the country are committed to training volun-

teers, making it theoretically possible for anyone to participate. Campus-

community radio has provided space to discuss gender and feminist politics,

as well as a place for women to develop skills and learn to be media producers

(Cohen 2006). Yet the report reveals a range of issues that may lurk behind

other alternative media projects.

Many women find campus-community stations intimidating to join, as they

can be perceived as boys'clubs or the domain of hipsters - those who are in

the know about indie rock and hip hop music, genres that have not been

overtly friend ly to women (Zeleke 2004, 1 3; Cohen 2006, 26), Women expressed

concern for their safety, as many stations are in out-of-the-way spots, and vol-

unteers often work alone late at night. Many volunteers experienced harass-

mentfrom male listeners and even otherstaff, both verbalabuse and unwanted

sexual advances (Zeleke 2004,9). Even more troubling is that many stations

and their board members do not take these issues seriously. As Zeleke (ibid., 9)

writes, "harassment charges were seen as divisive and were therefore swept

under the carpetJ' Few stations have a policy on sexual harassment, and if
they do, it is "not well publicized and ... not ... incorporated into the culture of

the station." stations can be inaccessible to older or low-income women and

those with children (ibid.,8, 10). At some stations, a gendered division of

labour persists: men do technical work and women answer phones and keep

the office clean (ibid.,7). Although this division may not be intentional, writes

Zeleke (ibid.), "the overall 'good vibe'of the station [made it] difficult to create

a space where the ... situation could be discussedl'This report demonstrates the

problems that can arise from having staffs composed of volunteers: because
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workers are unpaid, it is uncrear what rights they are entitred to and to whom
they can address problems.

The report arso demonstrates the need for empiricar research into the sociar
relations shaping the production of arternative media, incruding workprace
policies and practices. For exampre, Iittre research exists on gendered and
racialized dynamics in arternative media, which courd be rerated to severar
factors.a Conversations about oppression often occur in private. peopre who
are passionate about the poritics of a project may not want to disrupt arready
stressful operations or be seen as not committed enough to the cause, and it
may be difficurt to raise issues of harassment and marginarization in informar
settings. Leaving an organization can be easier than confronting coileagues
and friends, which resurts in probrems remaining unresorved. Research dem-
onstrates that women experience inequarity and forms of oppression in many
areas of media production (pitt 2003; Byerly and Ross 2006), and there is no
reason to assume that these issues do not persist in arternative media. rn fact,
alternative media settings may exacerbate probrems, particurarry through in-
formal organizationar structures, casuarjob descriptions, impricit assumptions
about democratic practices, and rack of time and resources to deverop strat_
egies to address problems (Brooten and Hadl 2009).

There is a great need for empirical research into people,s day_to_day ex_
periences of producing alternative media. Conceiving of alternative media
producers as workers, regardless of their status as vorunteers or paid staff, can
open the conceptuar space needed to exprore these questions. A recent ex-
ample demonstrates possibre areas of inquiry. rn January 2007, a Toronto paper
(Eye weekly) published a story on the chailenges facing independent maga-
zines, with a cover photo of the peopre who ran them. As co-e diror of shomeress
- a feminist magazine for teenagers - r was part of this group. waiting to be
photographed, we courd not herp noticing that ail six of us were white women
and that none of us earned living wages (or any wages) from these projects.
This demonstrates the need to probe connections between women,s row-paid
affective labour and women producing independent or arternative media.
Have women been historicaty conditioned to work for free?s rs our participa-
tion a reflection of the gender dynamics in mainstream media? How can some
women afford to devote so many unpaid hours to arternative media projects?
How do issues of race and crass shape this participation? rf the aim of arterna-
tive media is to offer an arternative to mainstream and corporate media, to
create space for the expression of non-arienating, non-commodified rabour,
questions about the sociar rerations of rabour must be examined.
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Sustaining Labour in Alternalive Media

Although emphasis on sustaining alternative media may always come down

to money, conceiving the problem as that of labour may enable broader think-

ing about making alternative media sustainable, financially and otherwise.

David Skin ner d iscusses some of these issues in Chapter 1 of th is book. Here I

offer a few examples of broad thinking about questions of labour.

Unlike corporate media workers, most alternative media workers in Canada

cannot access organizational forms such as unions or even a loose network for

financial or social support. This is due not only to the character of alternative

media projects, but also to the way in which "worker" has traditionally been

understood by trade unions: as someone who works full-time for a single em-

ployer in a single workplace. Many contributors to alternative media do not fit

this model. Some cobble together a living from contributing to various media;

whereas others work in both commercial and alternative media. Many are stu-

dents, activists, teachers, or academics, or are employed in completely unrelat-

ed occupations. This makes joining already existing media unions difficult.

Several unions represent media workers, but none have extended their or-

ganizing efforts to alternative media. The largest are the Communications,

Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada (CEP), which has twenty-five thou-

sand members in a range of media industries, and the Communications Workers

of America, whose subsidiaries the Canadian Media Guild and the Newspaper

Guild represent journalists and technical workers across the country. These

unions represent workers at for-profit media outlets (and the CBC) who are on

staff or contract and who tend to have an adversarial relationship with free-

lance workers due to their differing, at times competing, material interests (the

Canadian Media Guild does represent freelance workers at the CBC). Staff want

steady employment and have struggled to limit the contracting out of labour

(Mosco and McKercher 2008, 121), whereas those who freelance depend on

outsourced work. This tension does not make unionized workers and freelan-

cers obvious allies. For the most part, trade unions organize workers on a

workplace-based model to achieve collective bargaining. This is difficult to

apply to alternative media workplaces.

It is possible that the nascent Canadian Freelance Union (CFU), a local of the

CEP launched to address the labour struggles of freelance writers, could in-

clude alternative media writers. The CFU president suggested that Ihis

Magazine - a small progressive politics publication - should become the first

union "shop" to sign with the CFU. Then editor Jessica Johnston was surprised
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by the suggestion. lt makes sense politically (Ihls began as a socialist maga-

zinein I966),butthepracticalitiesof publishingIhlswouldinhibitapushfor
increasing writers'pay. Ihis is a charitable non-profit with a writer-friendly con-

tract that claims only first printing rights - unlike corporate contracts, which

can demand "all rights, in perpetuity, throughout the universe" (Professional

Writers Association of Canada 2006, 35) - yet the magazine has such a small

budget that pay "is more symbolic than anything" (Jessica Johnston, pers.

comm., 1 February 2009). A small organization such asThis would have prob-

lems with a collective agreement provision to pay writers on time. The maga-

zine is often obliged to wait until grant money arrives to pay its writers."The

reasons that a union could be unworkable are the same [reasons] that would

make one desirablei'says Johnston (ibid.):

The protections we would want a union to offer would be next-to-

impossible in practice, given the overall lack of resources. For example, I

worked an average of twenty hours of overtime each week, typically every

day of the week. Those were the demands of the job, and no union would be

able to protect me from that. The 'exploitationi though, was voluntary. I

knew what I was signing up for when I took the job ... lf there was a will

there, we probably could have figured something out. But that would have

involved prioritizing ourselves over the project, and we weren't willing to do

that. Who wants to reallocate scarce resources in a charity to staff salaries? ...

There's not much time to try to affect the status quo when the day-to-day is

already way too much to do.

No agreement emerged from the CFU's brief discussion with lhis, but Johnston

sees value in the broader political project of affiliating with unions.

A unique example of unionized alternative media staff is Briarpatch, a news

magazine based in Regina, whose few staff members belong to Local 568 of
the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union. They pay dues, receive

benefits, are protected from arbitrary firing, and can access grievance pro-

cesses. Most importantly, staff negotiate their contract with the magazine's

volunteer board every two years. "The challenge for us is more often to make

sure the work environment and expectations actually reflect the contract
(which is quite good), rather than fighting to improve the contract," says for-

mer editor Dave Oswald Mitchell (pers. comm.,3 March 2009). Contract nego-

tiations can seem humorous - staff, familiar with the magazine's finances, will
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argue against more holidays or a raise - but he emphasizes the importance of

these negotiations:

INegotiations have] played a role in keeping me from burning out these last

few years. Both sides [staff and the volunteer board, many of whom are

union activistsl share a desire to see the organization grow and thrive (or at

least sustain itself), which is only possible if the staff feels valued and fairly

compensated. ln the non-profit sector, it's easy to sweep frustrations about

feeling underpaid or overworked under the table for the sake of loyalty to

the organization, but when there's an honest examination of finances, the

compensation being paid, and an exploration of both monetary and non-

monetary perks that can keep staff happy and energized, innovative and

important solutions can emerge.

lf joining a union is not possible, opportunities may lie in other organiza-

tional forms. San Francisco-based Media Alliance provides an example of a

group that advocates for community access to media as well as for media

workers (both alternative and progressive journalists in corporate media), pro-

vides services, and links ideas of media justice to media labour. The group was

founded in 1976 to support socialjustice journalism but now focuses mainly

on media access. Until 2006, it provided medical insurance to media workers.

It will intervene in situations where it feels media workers are being econom-

ically hurt or censored, such as layoffs after a merger or when journalists are

threatened for not revealing sources to the state. Managing director Tracy

Rosenberg finds that though Media Alliance's membership is active around

certain issues, media workers are difficult to engage, as they are often over-

worked and cannot afford to do free work. "l hope in time there will be a

long-term goal [for Media Alliance]: making media workers'careers more

sustainablei'she says (pers. comm., 29 December 2008).

Although Media Alliance does not provide a model for funding alternative

media labour, its work is instructive. lt demonstrates what a broad-scope

media justice centre could look like and presents an opportunity to envision

ways that alternative media workers in Canada could organize to not only ad-

dress issues around producing media, but also to create space to talk about

labour. Canadian conditions differ from those in the United States, where there

are more alternative media publications, many of which are able to pay con-

tributors, and where media producers can access foundation money and a
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comparatively vast readership. However, Media Alliance demonstrates that
bringing together a community of workers with shared interests is a good
place to start.

Although there is an overlap of contributors to various projects, Canadian
alternative media organizations usually operate in isolation. lnstead, media
projects could create collaborative structures through which to exchange ideas,

strategize, and share labour costs. Groups could share business plans, pool re-

sources to hire someone to sell advertising or work for multiple publications,
hold joint fundraisers, and share office space. Generating research on organ-
izational formations is important, which suggests that education and research

institutes need to be brought into the alternative media fold. Journalism
schools, often sites of privilege that train the next generation of corporate
media workers, have potential to become partners in developing this research

and alternative media in general. Few journalism schools offer space to discuss
or produce alternative media, despite the fact that many students, facing lim-
ited or unfulfilling options in media labour markets, will spend some time in
alternative media. Trained journalists can bring professional production skills
to these projects, yet they have little to offer in the way of business or structural
development. Not only could more journalism programs teach alternative
media and media economics, but schools can help found student-community
partnerships and research centres to develop and support alternative media.

Taking labour seriously means rethinking fundraising in terms of generat-
ing money to pay for labour. The Media Co-op, which publishes an alternative
newspaper called the Dominion, is currently developing a financial model with
the explicit goal of paying for articles. Briorpatch recently began paying for
articles, and long-running Conadian Dimension has made it a priority to pay

those who write for a living and low-income contributors (cohen 20,l0). several
organizations, including rhrs and on-line magazine The Tyee, have established
funds to directly support the labour of investigative journalism, acknowledg-
ing the need for critical reporting and the importance of paying for good work.
Unions could play a role here, funding the work of alternative media by paying
salaries or funding investigative reporting on labour and political issues.

These suggestions demonstrate the need to be honest about the fact of
labour. When alternative media appeal to readers and supporters for dona-
tions, rarely is the work involved in production discussed. By adopting more
transparent business processes so that the community (readers/listeners, con-
tributors, and supporters) can understand the true cost of production, alterna-
tive media may generate support in areas where it is needed most. Angel
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(2007, 8) suggests that readers become more economically involved in alterna-

tive media production, beyond taking out yearly subscriptions, a model that

the Media Co-op hopes will fund its work: so far, 130 sustaining reader mem-

bers have signed up to donate five dollars or more a month, which has enabled

the Media Co-op to pay for three articles per month.6 Practices such as trans-

parent budgets and collaborative business plans can incorporate readers into

developing solutions.

Angel (ibid.) urges alternative media producers to invest time and money in

training someone to handle financial planning and accounting. Placing great-

er importance on this aspect of alternative media while bringing the broader

community into the planning process may enable projects to develop innova-

tive business models that can foster stable, sustainable organizations. This

does not necessitate adopting exploitative capitalist modes of production. For

example, Arbeiter Ring, a Winnipeg-based not-for-profit book publisher, is a

worker-owned collective organized around principles of participatory eco-

nomics, which privileges collective ownership, self-management, and equity.

These suggestions for supporting alternative media are based on acknow-

ledging labour and understanding that, to be effective, these media need to
be inclusive and fulfilling for workers. Projects will always include volunteers,

but ways must be found to maintain the momentum of media projects, to curb

burnout, to stop publications from folding, and to prevent working for alterna-

tive media from becoming a privilege that few can afford.

Labour and Alternative Media: Conceptual Possibilities

Problematizing alternative media labour enables an assessment of the limita-

tions and possibilities for creating meaningful work that connects people to

communities and to other workers, enables participation in entire processes of
production, and encourages creative and political expression that may be

stifled in corporate media. Furthermore, thinking about alternative media in

terms of their labour allows a new consideration of the relationship between

alternative and corporate media. Hamilton (2008, viii) argues that it has be-

come difficult to make a clear distinction between alternative and mainstream

media in terms of content, form, "organization, technology, and social inten-

tionj'Examining labour can expand Hamilton's nuanced view of the flows be-

tween alternative and mainstream media.

The fact that contributing to alternative media requires time and resour-

ces to support non-waged work can account for the reasons why many who
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participate in alternative media are, or have been, paid workers in mainstream
media, either seeking relief from a contracting corporate system (Deuze 2007,

62) or because of creative desires. lJndercurrents, for example, was an activist
project that drew on the skills, expertise, and equipment of professionals to
produce and distribute the video magazine (Atton 2002, 50). As Atton (2004,

44) writes,"the value of acquiring conventionaltraining in journalism has been
recognized by many alternative media projects and journalists (indeed, some
of those who work for the alternative media are'moonlighting,from day jobs
in the mainstream)j'This speaks to the desires of media workers to pursue cre-
ative, gratifying work outside of a directly commodified relationship.

Labour also flows in reverse. Because access to paid employment in corpor-
ate media has become so difficult, many aspiring writers and producers work
for free for alternative media to gain experience that can lead to paid pos-
itions. Many writers moved from Clamor to larger magazine work (Angel 2007,

4). lndeed, a scan of the terrain of Canadian media reveals back-and-forth
flows between corporate and alternative media. During my time at Shameless,

I encountered dozens of writers who had paid media jobs but found in shame-
/ess space to pursue feminist ideas and satisfying work relationships. I also en-
countered aspiring writers for whom Shameless was an opportunity to gain
exposure and experience that led to work for the largest publications in the
country. Alternative media workers may be considered activists whose focus is

on changing the ways in which producers work and resisting being reduced to
mere content providers by media firms. Yet they can also be viewed as non-
professionals seeking entry into media production.

This suggests that, following Hamilton's observation, we should under-
stand mainstream and alternative media to be on a continuum of media forms,
with flows of people, ideas, and practices between them. They constitute one
another in complex, often contradictory ways. Media concentration, conver-
gence, and shifting labour practices are revealing these contradictions at a

rapid pace, enabling us to expand our understanding of alternative media
solelyas spaces of socialjustice. ln someways, alternative media can be under-
stood as subsidizing the corporate press by training aspiring workers and en-
abling them to develop diverse perspectives and work practices. ln other
cases, we see "labour of love" discourses used by corporate media outlets to
justify cutting writers'wages, as Publishers'Weekly (owned by publishing giant
Reed Elsevier) did when it asked contributors to view their pay as an honor-
arium rather than a salary and to write for the magazine because writers "love
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books and believe in Publishers' Weekly as much as [it] believes in them" (Book

Critics Circle 2008).

These conceptual suggestions demonstrate the opportunities for research

into the labour of alternative media, which is necessary to uncover the dynam-

ics of both the alternative and corporate press, and to understand the relation-

ship between the two. Problematizing the labour of alternative media raises

challenging questions, but it can also shed new light on dynamics of the

Canadian media landscape and spark ideas to help create a viable, sustainable

alternative media movement. This begins by recognizing the thousands of
hours of labour thousands of people put into alternative media, work that can-

not be understood simply as a labour of love.

NOTES

This chapter is based on ideas developed for an article written for Briarpatch.fhank
you to Dave Mitchell for valuable feedback on that article and to Patricia Mazepa for
sparking some of these ideas and pushing me to grapple with them.
An out-of-date but somewhat comprehensive list exists on the lndependentMedia
website (lndependentMedia.ca, n.d.).

Unfortunately, there is little documentation of recent alternative media projects in
Canada, particularly accounts oftheir operating practices and processes, reasons for
staff leaving, and for publications folding.
ln 2009, the Canadian Alternative Media Archive was launched to begin to remedy

this situation. This digital archive, located at www.alternativearchive.org, is adminis-
tered through Carleton University in Ottawa.
One notable exception is Brooten and Hadl's (2009) work on issues of gender in

lndependent Media Centres, which argues that some of the approaches to running
non-hierarchical activist media spaces can reinforce gender oppression.

A member of an activist media project that pays a few contributors a month notes

that "the people who come from more privileged backgrounds" are usually most as-

sertive about being paid and being published (Cohen 2010,144).
The advantages of a co-op model are further demonstrated by Vancouver Co-op

Radio (CFRO). The station is owned cooperatively by thirty thousand members and

employs four part-time staff who manage it collectively, working closely with the
board and decision-making committees.


